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Chapter 1  Facility Location Decision in Logistics Management

The Council of Logistics management defined logistics management as the

activities of movement of point of origin point of

consumption in effective way in regards to demand.

The most popular area in logistics is Supply Chain Management (SCM)

which is defined as the process of planning, implementing and controlling

all activities involved such as material or product movement, storage of

materials, work-in-process inventory and finished product from supplier to

end customer (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008). Moreover, supply chain is also

defined as the integration and coordination of key business processes

from suppliers to end-users through the channel of distribution by adding

value in regard to provide products or service to customers (Lambert and

Stock, 2001). The two main business processes are material management

and physical distribution management. Physical distribution management

is defined as the tasks of ensuring that the goods and service produced by

organisation are transported from the place of production to the point of

consumption (Carter et al., 2005). In practice, physical distribution

management covers all the activities related to providing a better service to

customers include order processing, inventory handling, storage policy

(facility decisions), transportation and returned product handling

(Bowersox and Gloss, 1996). As part of physical distribution component,

facility decisions play an important role in supply chain system. There are

three planning levels in Supply chain management which are distinguished

based on the time horizon such as strategic, tactical and operational

(Simchi-Levi et al., 2004, Vidal and Goetschalckx, 1997). The strategic

planning level concerns with long term planning decisions in regards to

configure the networks include the number, location and capacity of
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facilities, and manufacturing plants as well as the material flows through

the distribution channels (Owen and Daskin, 1998, Melo et al., 2009). The

tactical planning level in supply chain management deals with medium

term planning decisions such as distribution of products and quantity of

purchasing (lot sizing) (Santoso et al., 2005, Owen and Daskin, 1998).

These statements prove that there is a clear link between facility location

problem and the strategic and tactical supply chain management. In other

words, facility location decisions and also other logistics components such

as inventory and transportation decisions play a critical role in designing

an efficient supply chain management.  

In logistics and supply chain management perspectives, facility location

issues should be included in supply chain decision making. There are three

factors such as facility location factors, supply chain uncertainty and

manufacturing practice that could impact on supply chain competitiveness

(Bhatnagar and Sohal, 2005). Facility location factors as infrastructure,

costs and market effect significantly on the supply chain performance.

Infrastructure is one of variables involved in their research to determine the

location variables. It includes the availability of land, roads for transport

and telecommucations. Meanwhile, supply chain uncertainty refers to

supply and demand uncertainty. The average time of supply deliveries and

the accuracy (supply fulfilment rate) are the factors of supply chain

uncertainty which should be considered in improving supply chain

performance. and the inventory and  the infrastructures included in the  

Inventory and transportation decision are the most crucial properties of

facility location decisions in regard to optimize a supply chain (Shen et al., 

2003, Bhatnagar and Sohal, 2005). The first research used inventory and

lead time (transportation) of six measures to measure supply chain
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competitiveness. Inventory includes defect rate, stock outs and fill rate

(service level). The second research have developed a model of location-

allocation problem by integrating inventory and transportation decisions

and found that their integration impacts on location decisions. Moreover,

some aspects in logistics as facility location decisions which is linked to

inventory and transportation decisions are the important drivers to the

success of supply chain competitiveness (Min and Zhou, 2002). These

aspects are locations, inventory levels and the number of distribution

echelons. Location is the first aspect which is related to inventory and

transportation decisions concerned with the locations where facilities are

developed. The decision to choose sites may impact on the customer

responsiveness in term of delivery time and responsive order fulfilment.

The later aspect is inventory level which is determined as the optimal

quantity of product needed to be stored in facilities. The decisions to stock

in the right quantity in the right time could reduce stock out and lost sale.  

The number of echelon (distribution structures) also play significant role in

facility location decisions in regards to improve customer competitiveness. 

The longer echelon considered in the model, the more responsive the

supply chain.  

In logistics system trade-offs, there are three main logistics components

which play the important rule inter-dependently and impact significantly to

supply chain performance (Sirisoponsilp, 1989) and (Bhatnagar and Sohal, 

2005). They are facility location decisions, inventory and transportation

decisions. Figure 1 shows the trade-offs between location-allocation

decisions and inventory-transportation decisions which consists of logistics

factors and its connection to supply chain performance. The factors

involved in facility location decisions such as number and location of
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facilities, customer/market and infrastructure need to be considered as well

as the variables involved in inventory and transportation decisions. The

importance of infrastructures in selecting competitive location was

discussed (Egger and Falkinger, 2006). They investigated the effects of

public infrastructure expenditures to fixed costs and found that the increase

of infrastructure investment in a location would reduce fixed in that

location. Customers are the most important factor to be considered in

selecting facility location in regard to minimize inventory and

transportation costs. A location model considering the market captures

based on the weight of waiting time and the percentage of customer

captures (Marianov et al., 2008). In their study, they revealed that a good

facility should be chosen to provide the largest customers captures and the

least travel and waiting time to customers.  

Figure 1 Trade-offs between location-allocation, transportation and
inventory and supply chain performance (Bhatnagar and Sohal, 2005)

In term of achieving a better supply chain performance, the joint

consideration of location-allocation decisions and inventory and

transportation decisions is a necessity.  In the supply chain planning
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matrix, facility location decision is linked with distribution planning and

transportation decisions (Fleischmann et al., 2003).  It means that

designing a comprehensive facility location decisions covering both

distribution planning (involving inventory) and transportation decisions

impact on the supply chain performance. Further study showed how the

comprehensive scenario study to determine facility locations by

considering supply chain factors is important (Feng et al., 2010). In this

research, an interesting investigation how a joint location-allocation model

was developed by integrating production (bio-refineries) and distribution

(forest product) supply chain network in the model impacts on the

decisions of determining biomass cost reduction and supply chain

optimisation.  

Prior research in location-allocation decisions in the perspective of supply

chain (Hinojosa et al., 2008) dealing with inventory decisions and

outsourcing aspects in a facility location problem in a supply chain

network. A two echelons and multi products which are integrated with

inventory and outsourcing decisions is developed into capacitated facility

location problem. The integrative design of their research involved other

aspect of logistics such as inventory and found a better insight for supply

chain context. A location-allocation framework by integrated inventory as

well as transportation into two echelon supply chain network model has

been also proposed (Romeijn et al., 2007). Moreover, the integration

includes inventory and operation costs are formulated into set covering

problem and applied in the supply chain network with 10 20 distribution

centres and 10 70 retailers. The other research study the integration  

between of strategic and tactical supply chain levels into location-

allocation decisions by involving inventory and transportation (Ma and
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Davidrajuh, 2005). Their approached model proposed the optimum

configuration of supply chain system in term of determining the location

numbers of wholesalers and retailers, assignment from wholesalers to

retailers with minimum inventory and transportation costs.  

Inventory Model

In logistics and supply chain activities, inventory policy plays a significant

rule in term of the potential saving by maintaining and controlling it

effectively, however ignoring inventory policy will impact on the potential

lost. Generally, inventory policy has the aim to minimize the cost of

inventory in a certain service levels. Thus, the synchronisation between

cost minimization and service maximisation (service level) is the point of

modelling inventory model (Tersine, 1994). The correlation between

service level which is represented by confidence level and the number of

shortages with different demand fluctuations has been investigated (Thiel

et al., 2010).  They claimed that in the fluctuated demand environment

where additional demand during the delivery time is allowed, the cost of

shortages increased when standard deviation (service level attached) of

demand increase. Other research regarding the importance to control

inventory has been investigated (Kumar, 2005). This research investigated

the impact of internal control procedures for inventory to total system costs

and found that the improvement of inventory control led to decrease total

costs as cycle and penalty costs.  The research used EDI (Electronic Data

Interchange) network as a control media for information exchange between

suppliers and buyers in replenishing inventory to help spare part companies

to reduce inventory costs.  
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In location-allocation problem, not many researchers have discussed the

effects of inventory decisions to locational problem. Originally, location-

allocation problem is treated by transportation decisions, instead of

inventory decisions. Eppen (1979) presented a model of multi locations

used two types of inventory systems: centralisation and decentralization

system. The result of his model showed that total system costs involved in

the model in centralised inventory was lower than in decentralized

inventory system.  Further works in a multi locations problem used the

types of inventory systems have been done (Chen and Lin, 1989) and (Lin

et al., 2001). by adopting

different demand distribution from normal demand distribution which was

used by Eppen to probability demand distribution. The extended research

about inventory system in multi locations problem has been investigated

(Lin et al., 2001). employed total profits

in multi locations problem for decentralized and centralized inventory

system. Moreover, in term of supply chain complexity, Melo et. al (2009)

stated that because of the recent supply chain complexity, the inclusion of

planning decisions into location-allocation problem such as inventory and

transportation are important to do. In relation to location-allocation

problem, managing inventory consists of two important points. The first is

to determine the number and locations of distribution centre or warehouses

as stocking points. The second is to determine and maintain the inventory

level in that stocking point. The following sections are the basic inventory

models. 
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Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)

The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) deal with the trade-offs between

inventory holding cost and ordering cost in determining the ordering

quantity. The goal of this model is to choose the economic quantity of

orders that could minimize the total cost.  The functions of those two costs

are intersected to find the Q* that known as the economic order quantity

(Nahmias, 2005).  Minimized total costs are derived from the two main

cost components involved in developing EOQ model; they are the cost of

holding inventory, shortage and ordering cost (Wu et. al 2010). 

Notation:

G (Q) = Average annual cost related to Q size

Q = order quantity per replenishment

K = fixed order cost

h = inventory holding cost per unit time

D = demand rate per unit time

c = order cost per unit

The average yearly cost is  

Dc
Q

h
Q

D
KQG .

2
..)(         

In that notation, the average annual cost, G (Q) is independent to quantity

ordered or Q therefore the notation c could be eliminated from the formula

(Schwarz, 2008). Automatically the G (Q) is as followed:

2
..)(
Q

h
Q

D
KQG        
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By deriving the G (Q) with the objective into zero the notation become as

followed:

h

DK
Q

..2
*         

  

The inventory cost per year or G (Q) when Q is substituted by Q*:

hDKQG ...2*)(        

  

The relation between order sizes and setup costs or order processing costs

which embedded in EOQ formula has been found that an interest charge

increased in an increased order size, however it decreased setup costs

(Harris, 1990). Later research in EOQ considering some changes and

modification of assumptions embedded in EOQ model. For instance,

relaxing lead time assumption that there is no order lead time allowed in

EOQ (Nahmias, 2005). Rather than placing orders in advanced to

anticipate order lead time, he proposed to increase the stocks as on-hand

inventory (defined as reorder point-R). The extension of the EOQ model

has also been done based on demand (Wongmongkolrit and Rassameethes, 

2011) in which the modification of EOQ model is developed by adding

constraint of discrete demand. The other study about the extension of the

EOQ model has been investigated based on the annual damage costs (Chyr

et al., 1990). 

Lot Size Reorder Point or (Q, R) model

The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model is developed for known

demand and immediate replenishment time, while Lot Size Reorder Point

Model or (Q, R) model is applied to anticipate uncertainty demand and
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replenishment time (Nahmias, 2005). So basically, (Q, R) model is about

checking inventory continuously. (Q, R) model is based on two strategies:

fixed order quantity and fixed order point Wu (2010). In (Q, R) model, the

objective is to determine the economic quantity of order (Q) when the level

of inventory in storage facility reaches in the R level. The order (Q) is

received by stocking points in certain lead time that might cause stock out. 

Therefore providing safety stock is required in this model to cover the

shortage and stock out in the storage facility. Prior studies about (Q, R)

model has been discussed originally by Das (1976), as the extension of

Hadley-Within model, who modelled the (Q, R) model for Gamma

distribution. In this model, lead time demand is assumed as Gamma lead

time demand which mean of Gamma distribution is used as mean of lead

time demand. The evaluation of inventory system used (Q, R) model has

also been explored (Nordmann and Altiok, 1998). In their (Q, R) model, 

backordering is allowed in the system and demand and order lead time are

assumed as Poisson and exponential distribution, respectively. Figure 2

shows how the inventory level changes over the time under (Q, R) model. 

Figure 2 Trade-offs between inventory level and time under (Q,R) model
(Ballau, 1992)

Q
RIn

ve
nt

or
y

Time
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Consider that demand occurs randomly and inventory is monitored

continuously, when inventory level drops or goes below r then order size

(Q) is placed. The period since the order placed and the order is received is

The problem is to determine the value of Q and r in a minimized total fixed

cost, holding inventory costs and stock out costs.   

(Q, R) model requires order quantity (Q) and reorder level (r) as their

properties. The Q variable is determined to balance the order costs and

inventory holding costs, while r variable is determined to against stock out.  

In regard to against stock out, (Q, R) model tries to determine how much

stock out and what the desired service level should maintained.  

the optimum stock out

probability that can be obtained from standard normal distribution table Z, 

the Safety Stock (SS) can be formulated as follows (Axsater, 1996):

2
LZSS           

Where, L
2 is standard deviation demand during lead time.

Then the reorder level can be notated as:

LDr SS          

Where, DL is the demand during lead time.

In regard to determine the Q to minimize the total costs associated with

inventory holding costs and ordering costs. The order quantity might be

adopted from EOQ (Axsater, 1996) which is found in equation 2.1) and

also it could be derived by combination of EOQ and safety stock model

(Hopp and Spearman, 1996) as follow:
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)(
2

),( rn
Q

D
bSS

Q
hA

Q

D
rQG              

Where,

D  = annual demand (in units)

Q = economic order quantity (in units)

A = ordering cost

SS  = safety stock

B  = cost of shortage

h = inventory carrying cost

n(r)  = the expected number of backorders (in units) that will be

          placed during cycle.

Recent research about (Q, R) model has been extended by embedding this

inventory model with other aspects. For example, a (Q, R) model which is

based on RFID information collection (Wu et al., 2010). The research

-

(Q, R) model cannot cover. In term of the types of facilities used to store

the stocks, a model of (Q, R) by considering two warehousing types: rented

or owned warehouses has been investigated (Hariga, 2009). The

assumptions used in this model are almost the same with in the traditional

continuous inventory review; however capacity constraint was added in the

model by providing warehouses when the orders are larger than the current

warehouse capacity. 
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